Afrika

Animation der Grenzänderungen

http://www.brown.edu/Research/AAAH/

Koloniale Verhältnisse


Viewer einzelner Kartenblätter (Suchfunktion!)

http://digital.library.northwestern.edu/mapsofafrica/

oder:

http://catalog.afrterra.org/home.cmd

Einzelne Kartenblätter:

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 1909 (American Geographical Society)

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 1912 (American Geographical Society)

Africa - Historical Maps (Afrterra)

Africa - Historical Maps (Northwestern University Libraries)

Central Africa 1880's (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Eritrea 1936 (TrainWeb)

Guinea 1625 by Jodocus Hondius (University of Florida)

Leopoldville 1954 [Kinshasa] (Katembo)

Leopoldville 1960 [Kinshasa] (Katembo)

Liberia Maps 1830-1870 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Lions - Current Lion Range and Historic Lion Range (Washington Post)

Luluabourg 1960 [Kananga] (Katembo)

Massawa 1936 (TrainWeb)

Mogadishu, Somalia - Historical Maps (Rick Davies)

Nairobi, Kenya and Environs 1970 (Survey of Kenya/Eusoils)


Niger River between Tombouctou and Dounzou, Niger 1912 (American Geographical Society)

Nyasaland, Central - Land Utilisation 1935 (Eusoils)

Southern Africa 1747 by Emanuel Bowen (David Rumsey Collection)

South West Africa [Namibia] 1972 (Eusoils)

Swaziland 1966 (Eusoils)

Theban Mapping Project

West Africa 1561 Girolamo Ruscelli [Ptolemy Atlas] (University of Florida)

More Links to Images of Early Maps - Africa (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

Amerika (Nord)

Alle Staaten, Gute Auswahlmöglichkeiten

http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/
Digitalisierte Kartensammlung:

http://www.loc.gov/maps/collections/

More Links to Images of Early Maps - Americas (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

More Links to Images of Early Maps - North America (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

Amerika (Nord) einzelne Bundesstaaten und Städte:

Alabama - Historical Maps (University of Alabama)
Alabama 1818
Alabama 1895 (LivGenMI)
Alaska 1895 (LivGenMI)
Alaska 1906, U.S. General Land Office (David Rumsey Collection)
Alaska - Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Maps (State of Alaska)
The American Revolution and Its Era: Maps and Charts of North America and the West Indies, 1750-1789 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)
American Revolution - Atlas (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)
Arizona 1895 (LivGenMI)
Arizona - Ghost Towns (Ghosttowns.com)
Arizona - Maps of the Pimaría: Early Cartography of the Southwest (University of Arizona Library)
Arizona and New Mexico 1925, Rand McNally (David Rumsey Collection)
Arkansas 1875 - Asher and Adams (David Rumsey Collection)
Arkansas 1895 (LivGenMI)
Atlanta, Georgia Historical Maps (Emory University Libraries)
Baltimore 1838 Thomas Bradford (David Rumsey Collection)
Baltimore 1880 (MapsofUS.org)
Baltimore 1885 (University of Maryland Libraries)
Beckwourth Trail [California] (Beckwourth.org)
Boston 1778 (Yale University Map Collection)
Boston ca. 1800 Map information (Earlyamerica.com)
Boston, Massachusetts - Boston Atlas (Mapjunction.com)
Buffalo, New York - Historical Maps (BuffaloResearch.com)
California as an island, Louis Hennepin 1699 (University of Minnesota)
California - Beckwourth Trail (Beckwourth.org)
California 1895 (LivGenMI)
California 1901 Southern Pacific Railway Map (David Rumsey Collection)
California - Historical Maps of Southern California (Michael Ballard)
California - Historical Topographic Maps (UC Berkeley Library)
California - Historical Topographic Maps (California State University, Chico)
California - Historical Topographic Maps - Los Angeles (William Bowen)
California - Historical Topographic Maps - San Diego County (SDAG)
California - Historical Topographic Maps - San Francisco Bay Area (UC Berkeley Library)
Census Atlases: Presenting the Nation's Cultural Geography (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)
[Charleston] Charlestown, South Carolina Siege 1776 (earlyamerica.com)
Charleston, South Carolina 1877 (University of Georgia)
Charlottesville, Virginia - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (University of Virginia Libraries)
Chicago 1857 Rufus Blanchard [pre-fire map] (David Rumsey Collection)
Chicago 1871 Great Fire (Chicago Public Library)
Chicago 1880 (MapsofUS.org)
Chicago 1886 Robinson's Atlas, Fire insurance maps (University of Illinois at Chicago)

Chicago 1931 A Map of Chicago's Gangland from Authentic Sources (University of Illinois)

Chisholm Trail (Along the Chisholm Trail)

Cincinnati, Ohio 1880 (MapsofUS.org)

Civil War Atlas (U.S. Military Academy, History Department)

Civil War Maps (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Civil War Maps (University of South Florida)

Civil War - State Maps Showing Battle Sites

Cleveland Historical Maps

Colorado 1872 (Pam Rietsch)

Colorado 1895 (LivGenMI)

Colorado and Wyoming - Overland Trail 1862-1869 (Elizabeth Larson)

Connecticut Historical Maps (University of Connecticut Libraries)

Connecticut - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Connecticut - USGS Topographic Map Mash-Up (University of Connecticut)

Connecticut 1895 (LivGenMI)

Counties, U.S. - Historical County Lines (John Robertson)

Delaware Historical Maps (Delaware Public Archives)

Detroit 1764 (Yale University Map Collection)

Detroit 1873 from Atlas of the State of Michigan (David Rumsey Collection)

Detroit 1897 Rand McNally (David Rumsey Collection)

Early America Maps (Archiving Early America)

Erie Canal 1815-1825 (University of South Florida)

European Settlements and Indian Tribes, 1750 [East Coast] (Maryland State Archives)
Florida - Historic Florida (University of Florida)

Florida - Historic Florida Maps (University of South Florida)

Florida - Historical Map Collection (University of Florida)

Florida 1895 (LivGenMI)

Florida - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (University of Florida)

Florida - Spanish Land Grant Maps (Florida Memory)

Fort Snelling, Minnesota 1823

Frankfort, Kentucky 1907 - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (David Rumsey Collection)

Georgia and Alabama 1839 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Georgia 1895 (LivGenMI)

Georgia - Online Historical Maps (University of Georgia, Hargrett Library)

Georgia - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (Digital Library of Georgia)

Georgia - Spanish Missions (John Worth)

Georgia - Sherman's March (Wikipedia)

Gettysburg Battlefield [Pennsylvania] (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Great Lakes 1744 (Lewis University)

Hawaii 1881 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Hawaii - Historical Topographic Maps (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Hawaii - Pearl Harbor Multimedia Map (National Geographic)

Honolulu 1915 (American Geographical Society)

Idaho 1895 (LivGenMI)

Idaho, Montana, Wyoming 1937, Texaco Road Map by Rand McNally (David Rumsey Collection)

Illinois 1895 (LivGenMI)

Illinois - Historical Maps (University of Illinois)
Illinois - Historical Aerial Photographs (Illinois State Geological Survey)

Indian Land Cessions in the United States (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Indiana 1895 (LivGenMI)

Iowa 1895 (LivGenMI)

Iowa 1930 - Hixson Plat Map Atlases (University of Iowa Libraries)

Iowa Maps Digital Collection - Historical Maps and County Atlases (University of Iowa Libraries)

Kansas 1872 (Pam Rietsch)

Kansas 1895 (LivGenMI)

Kansas City, Kansas 1887 from "The Official State Atlas of Kansas..." (David Rumsey Collection)

Kentucky 1895 (LivGenMI)

Lewis and Clark Expedition GIS (David Rumsey Collection)

Louisiana and the Course of the Mississippi River 1720 (University of Illinois)

Louisiana 1895 (LivGenMI)

Louisiana - Historical Maps (Louisiana Digital Library)

Los Angeles, California 1871 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Los Angeles California 1933-1939 - WPA Maps Digital Archive (USC)

Madison, Wisconsin 1855 (Wisconsin Historical Society)

Maine 1895 (LivGenMI)

Maine - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Maryland 1895 (LivGenMI)

Maryland - Historical Maps (University of Maryland Libraries)

Massachusetts 1879 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Massachusetts 1895 (LivGenMI)
Massachusetts - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Massachusetts - Salem Witch Trials Maps (University of Virginia)

Michigan 1895 (LivGenMI)

Michigan - County Atlases

Military Battles and Campaigns Maps (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Military History Atlases (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Minnesota 1895 (LivGenMI)

Mississippi 1888 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Mississippi 1895 (LivGenMI)

Missouri 1895 (LivGenMI)

Missouri - Historical Maps (St. Louis Public Library)

Missouri - Historical Maps (Missouri Digital Heritage)

Montana - 1872 (Pam Rietsch)

Montana 1895 (LivGenMI)

National Parks - Mapping the National Parks (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Native Americans - American Indians of the Pacific Northwest: Maps (University of Washington)

Nautical Charts - Historical Nautical Charts and Maps (U.S. NOAA, Office of Coast Survey)

Nebraska 1895 (LivGenMI)

Nebraska 1920 - Road Map, Mid West Map Company (David Rumsey Collection)

Nevada - Carson City Historic Places (National Park Service)

Nevada - Ghost Towns Clickable Map (Ghosttowns.com)

Nevada - Historical Maps (Nevada Department of Transportation)

Nevada in Maps [Historical Maps] (University of Nevada, Reno)
Nevada - Quadrangle Maps, Pre-1972 (Nevada Dept. of Transportation)
Nevada - Reno Historic Places (National Park Service)
Nevada - Southern Nevada and Las Vegas History in Maps (UNLV Libraries)
Nevada - Virginia City Historic Places (National Park Service)
Nevada 1895 (LivGenMI)
New England - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)
New England - MAGIC Historical Map Collection (University of Connecticut)
New England - Map by William Hubbard 1677 (University of Virginia)
New Hampshire 1895 (LivGenMI)
New Hampshire - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)
New Jersey 1895 (LivGenMI)
New Jersey - Historical Maps (Rutgers)
New Jersey - Historical Topographic Manuscript Maps (NJDEP)
New Mexico 1895 (LivGenMI)
New Orleans, Louisiana 1880 (MapsofUS.org)
New Orleans 1885, World's Industrial And Cotton Centennial Exposition (David Rumsey Collection)
New York - Cayuga, Seneca, Onondaga and Tompkins Counties, Historical Maps (RootsWeb/Bill Hecht)
New York City - George Washington's Battle Engagements 1776 Map information (Earlyamerica.com)
New York City - Digital Harlem [1920-1930 era] (University of Sydney)
New York City - September 11, 2001 Map Sites
New York State 1895 (LivGenMI)
New York State Historical Maps (SUNY, Stony Brook)
New York State Historical Maps Links (SUNY, Stony Brook)
New York State - Historical Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic Trail (U.S. Forest Service)


North Carolina - Maps (University of North Carolina Libraries)

North Carolina 1895 (LivGenMI)

North Carolina - Sanborn Maps (University of North Carolina)

North Dakota (North part of Dakota Territory) 1888 (RootsWeb)

North Dakota 1895 (LivGenMI)

North Dakota and South Dakota 1937, Texaco Road Map by Rand McNally (David Rumsey Collection)

Ohio 1895 (LivGenMI)

Oklahoma and Indian Territories 1894 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Oklahoma 1895 (LivGenMI)

Oklahoma - 1934 Dust Bowl Map [at bottom of page] (Oklahoma Department of Libraries)

Oklahoma - Texas Cattle Trail (Donna Dreyer)

Oregon 1895 (LivGenMI)

Oregon 1935, Standard Oil Company of California Road Map (David Rumsey Collection)

Oregon Trail and California Trail (Yesteryearsnews)

Panoramic Maps 1847-1929 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Pennsylvania 1895 (LivGenMI)

Pennsylvania - Historical Topographic Maps [downloadable] (PASDA)

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - PhilaPlace [1875-contemporary]

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - Philadelphia GeoHistory Map Viewer [1843-current]

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1802 by Charles P. Varle (David Rumsey Collection)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1880 (MapsofUS.org)


Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - Redlining Maps 1936-1937 (Cartographic Modeling Laboratory)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - Historical Pittsburgh Map Collection (University of Pittsburgh)

Railroad Maps 1828-1900 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Railroad Maps - Central Pacific Railroad Maps (CPR Photographic History Museum)

Railroad Maps - 1891 Grain Dealers and Shippers Gazette Maps (Pam Rietsch)

Revolutionary War Maps (earlyamerica.com)

Rhode Island 1895 (LivGenMI)

Rhode Island - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Route 66 - Maps (http://roadsidephotos.sabr.org/66/)

Saint Louis, Missouri 1880 (MapsofUS.org)

Salem, Massachusetts 1700 (University of Virginia)

San Francisco 1848 (zpub)

San Francisco 1849-50 (zpub)

San Francisco Bay 1860

San Francisco 1897-1997 Historic Topographic Maps (University of California, Berkeley)

San Francisco - Earthquake and Fire 1906 (University of California at Berkeley)

San Francisco - Golden Gate International Exposition 1939 (Univ. of California at Berkeley)

Seneca Villages and the Jesuit and French Contacts 1615-1708 About the Map (John S. Allen)

Sioux Wars - Atlas (U.S. Army Command and General Staff College)

South Carolina - Historical County Boundaries (Family History 101)
South Carolina - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (University of South Carolina)

South Carolina 1895 (LivGenMI)

South Dakota 1895 (LivGenMI)

Tennessee 1895 (LivGenMI)

Tennessee Historical Maps (TNGenNet)

Texas - Historical Maps

Texas - Historical City Maps

Utah 1895 (LivGenMI)

Virginia 1895 (LivGenMI)

Vermont 1895 (LivGenMI)

Vermont - Historic Topographic Maps (University of New Hampshire)

Washington, D.C. Historical Maps (DC Pages)


Washington State - Early Washington Maps (Washington State University)

Washington State - Historical Maps (Washington Secretary of State)

Washington State 1895 (LivGenMI)

West Virginia 1895 (LivGenMI)

Western Exploration - Exploring the West from Monticello (University of Virginia Library)

Wisconsin 1895 (LivGenMI)

Wisconsin - Milwaukee 1880 (MapsofUS.org)

Wisconsin - Milwaukee Historical Maps (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)

Wyoming and Colorado- Overland Trail 1862-1869 (Elizabeth Larson)

Wyoming 1872 (Pam Rietsch)

Wyoming 1895 (LivGenMI/Internet Archive)

Wyoming - Historical Maps (Wyoming State Archives)
Wyoming - Yellowstone National Park 1897 (RootsWeb)

*Amerika (Nord) historisch-thematische Karten*

Trail of Tears Map (National Park Service)

United States 1798 Johann Walch (University of Illinois)

United States Atlas 1895 (Pam Rietsch/USGenNet)

United States - Automobile Routes 1907 (Latin American Studies.org)

United States - Blackout - August 14, 2003 - 20 Hours Before (Air Force Weather Agency)

United States - Blackout - August 15, 2003 - 7 Hours After (Air Force Weather Agency)

United States - Blackout - Northeast U.S./Canada Blackout (USA Today) [requires Flash]

United States - Canals 1825-1860 (Latin American Studies.org)

United States - Census Atlases 1870, 1880, 1890 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

United States - Historic Maps (University of South Florida)

United States - Historic Road Maps (U.S., States, Cities)

United States - Historical Atlases - by State (MapsofUs.org)

United States - Historical Atlases - by Year (MapsofUs.org)

United States - Historical Census Browser [maps of state and county data 1790-1960] (University of Virginia)

United States - Historical County Boundaries (Newberry Library)

United States - Historical County Lines Maps (John Robertson)

United States - Historical Maps (GenWeb)

United States 1812, Abraham Bradley (David Rumsey Collection)

United States 1822, John Melish (David Rumsey Collection)
United States - Malaria Deaths 1870 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

United States - Native American Tribes 1783 (University of Oregon)

United States - Nautical Charts, Historical (Office of Coast Survey)

United States - Overland Routes 1860 (Latin American Studies.org)

United States - Presidential Elections Atlas (Dave Leip)

United States - Presidential Elections 1789-2000 (National Atlas)

United States - Railroads 1870 (Latin American Studies.org)

United States - Railway Atlas 1891 (Pam Rietsch)

United States - Road Map 1947, Rand McNally (David Rumsey Collection)

United States - Standard Time 1910 (University of South Florida)

United States Territorial Maps 1775-1920 (University of Virginia)

United States - Voting Maps 1840-2008 (University of Richmond)

University of Georgia Hargrett Library - Historical Maps

Utah - Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (University of Utah)

War Of 1812 - Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Yellowstone National Park Maps 1878-1937 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

More Links to Images of Early Maps - U.S. States and Regions (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

Amerika (Süd), Karibik & Atlantische Inseln

Sammlung digitalisierter Kartenblätter:
www.nypl.org/collections/nypl-recommendations/guides/historical-maps-south-america

Map of America by Diego Gutiérrez 1562 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

American Revolution and Its Era: Maps and Charts of North America and the West Indies, 1750-1789 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Bay of Pigs 1961 (Cryptome.org)

Bermuda 1626 [North Atlantic] (University of Minnesota)

Colombia and Panama 1640 (University of Minnesota)

Cusco/Cuzco - Historical Maps (Historic Cities)

Electric Transport in Latin America [includes maps] (Allen Morrison)

Falklands Campaign 1982 (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Guatemala City circa late 1930s - Main Business District (University of California at Berkeley)

Havana Harbor, Cuba 1790 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Hispaniola Map by Christopher Columbus 1492-93 (Jim Siebold)

Latin America - Historical Maps (University of Florida)

Netherlands Antilles and Suriname - Historical Maps (Leiden University)

Panama Invasion 1989-90 (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Puerto Rico Historical Maps (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

São Paulo 1913 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Spanish-American War - Maps (RootsWeb)

Spanish-American War - Maps (U.S. Military Academy, History Department)

West Indies 1774 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

West Indies - Goff's Historical Map of the Spanish-American War in the West Indies, 1898 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)
Antarktis

_Einzelne Kartenblätter:_

[http://www.pgc.umn.edu/maps/antarctic](http://www.pgc.umn.edu/maps/antarctic)

_Viewer, Login einfach wegzlicken_

[http://applications.pgc.umn.edu/viewers/antarctica/](http://applications.pgc.umn.edu/viewers/antarctica/)
[http://www.add.scar.org/home/add6](http://www.add.scar.org/home/add6)

Arktis

_Viewer, leider nicht historisch_

[http://armap.utep.edu/armap2d/#](http://armap.utep.edu/armap2d/#)

Australien & Inseln


Central Pacific - World War II Battles (Enterprise CV-6)

Eastern Polynesia, 1866 (http://www.trussel.com/kir/mornstar.htm)

Guadalcanal Battles 1942 (LemaireSoft/Internet Archive)

Pacific Naval Battles in World War II

Papeete, Tahiti, French Polynesia - 1920 Nautical Chart (Univ. of California at Berkeley)

Solomon Islands - World War II Battles (Enterprise CV-6)

Western Pacific - World War II Battles (Enterprise CV-6)

World War II in Asia/Pacific (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

More Links to Images of Early Maps - Australia & Oceania (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

Belgien & Niederlande

Belgium - Second World War Military Mapping (National Library of Scotland)

Netherlands - WHKMLA Historical Atlas

China, Japan & Vietnam

Einzelne Kartenblätter:

http://www.chinahighlights.com/map/ancient-china-map/
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/historical/history_china.html

Angkor Wat, Cambodia 1926 (Univ. of California at Berkeley)

Bali - Bombings Map [October 12, 2002] (Sydney Morning Herald/Web Archive)

Bali - Bombings Map [October 1, 2005] (Sydney Morning Herald)

Calcutta, India 1842 (American Geographical Society)

China - Antique Maps (HKUST Library)

China - Civil War (U.S. Military Academy, History Department)

Goa 1572 (Historic Cities)

Hanoi 1963-1965 (University of California at Berkeley)

Harappa Site Plan (Harappa.com)

Indonesia - Historical Maps 1850-1950 (Leiden University)

Indus Valley Tradition - 2600-1900 B.C. (Harappa.com)

Japan - Historical Maps (East Asian Library, University of California, Berkeley)

Japan - World War II Firebombing Targets Map (B-29s over Korea)

Korea - Sea of Korea Map Collection (University of Southern California)

Korean War Maps (Korean War Project)

Korean War Maps (U.S. Army Center of Military History)

Korean War Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Macau Historical Maps (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division)

Manila 1945 - Capture of Manila (U.S. Army, Center of Military History)

Mongol Empire in 1227 (National Geographic)

Mongolia - Manuscript Maps, 19th and 20th Centuries (Kamimura Akira)

Philippines - Maps of Clark Air Base and The Philippines (Wagner High School Alumni)

Shanghai Historical Maps [low resolution] (Institut d'Asie Orientale, Lyon)

Shanghai - Historical Maps (Tales of Old Shanghai)
Shanghai International Settlement (Phil Abbey/Internet Archive)

Silk Road Atlas (ECAI)

Silk Road Atlas (University of Washington)

South Asia - Historical Atlas of South Asia (Digital South Asia Library)

Taiwan - Dispersal of Formosan Aborigines in Taiwan (Paul Li/ECAI)

Tibet 1897 (University of California at Berkeley)

Vietnam War - Detailed Maps of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, North and South Vietnam (Jim Henthorn)

Vietnam War - Bien Hoa/Long Binh Map (Ray Smith)

Vietnam War Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Vietnam War - Topographic Maps of Vietnam (Ray Smith)

World War II in Asia - Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Deutschland

Germany - 1789 Maps (Thomas Höckmann)

Germany - 1883 - Atlas of the German Empire (University of Wisconsin)

German Expansion 1936-1939 (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Germany - Historical Maps (Germany GenWeb Project)

Germany - Historical Road Maps (Landkartenarchiv)

GSGS 4414 Germany 1:25.000 (~1933-1955)

Karte des Deutschen Reiches 1:100.000 (1880-1918)

Karte des Deutschen Reiches 1:100.000 (1907-1919)

Meßtischblätter 1:25.000 (1870 – 1945)

Meßtischblätter 1:25.000 (20. Jhr. – 1945)
Reymann’s Special-Karte 1:200.000 (I) (19. Jhr.)
Reymann’s Special-Karte 1:200.000 (II) (19. Jhr.)
Topographische Karten 1:25.000 – 1:300.000 (I) (1914-1945)
Topographische Karten 1:25.000 – 1:300.000 (II) (1914-1945)
Topographische Karten 1:25.000 – 1:300.000 (III) (1914-1945)
Topographische Karten 1:50.000 – 1:1 Mio. (1914-1945)
Topographische Übersichtskarte 1:200.000 (20. Jhr. – 1945)

Baden-Württemberg

Geoportal des Landes BW. Einfacher Viewer wie Google Maps, allerdings mit Flurgrenzen, Gemarkungen, etc:
http://www.geoportal-bw.de/geoportal/opencms/de/geoviewer.html
Viewer der historischen Karten von BW, viele Auswahlmöglichkeiten und Zeiträume:
http://www.leo-bw.de/web/guest/karte-vollbild/-/gisviewer/voll/HISTFK25/3513161,5404175/11
Landesvermessungsamt Baden-Württemberg: Flrkarten der Württemberg. und Hohenz. Landesvermessung (Digitalisat):
https://www2.landesarchiv-bw.de/ofs21/olf/startbild.php?bestand=50259

Bayern

Karten aus der Zeit der ersten bayerischen Grundstücksvermessung in den Jahren 1808 bis 1864. Mehrfarbig handgezeichnete Meßtischblätter bayernweit flächendeckend, für alle Städte und Gemeinden:
http://vermessung.bayern.de/historisches/historisch.html
Bayernatlas, Geoportal Bayern:
Übersicht Geoportal und weiterer Onlinedienste in Bayern:

http://geoportal.bayern.de/bayernatlas/?X=5421649.25&Y=4459462.00&zoom=5&lang=de&topic=ba/bgLayer=atxis&catalogNodes=122

Bavaria 1789 (Thomas Höckmann)
Urpositionsblätter Bayern (ab 1808, Bayern)

Berlin

Projekt „Alt-Berlin“. Private Seite mit Karten von 1738 – 1989:
http://www.alt-berlin.info/

HistoMap Berlin: grundstücksgenaue Recherche für Berlin von ca. 1925 bis 2013 entweder mit der aktuellen Adresse oder einer aktuellen Karte:
http://www.histomapberlin.de/de/index.html

Karten, Pläne, Bilder der Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin:

http://digital.zlb.de/viewer/search/berlinkarten/?%2528ISWORK%253Atrue+OR+ISANCHOR%253Atrue%2529+AND+%2528DOCSTRCT%253ACartography+OR+DOCSTRCT%253Amap+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AMuseum_object+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AManuscript+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AMusicSupplies+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AMultiVolumeWork+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AMonograph+OR+DOCSTRCT%253APicture+OR+DOCSTRCT%253ARecord+OR+DOCSTRCT%253ASingleLetter+OR+DOCSTRCT%253ASingleMap+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AVideo+OR+DOCSTRCT%253AOtherDocStrct%2529/1/SORT_YEARPUBLISH/

Historische Karten von 1920-1949 des BA Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf:

Geoportal Berlin der Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt:
http://fbinter.stadt-berlin.de/fb/index.jsp?Szenario=fbinter_jsc
Berlin 1880-98 [with street index] (Historical-Geographical Encyclopedia)

Berlin Wall Maps (Berlin Wall Online/Internet Archive)

Brandenburg

Geoportal Brandenburg. Mit Baudenkmälern, Katasterkarten, Retentionsflächen, Braunkohletagebau, etc:

http://geoportal.brandenburg.de/geodaten/suche-nach-geodaten/w/map/doc/262/

BrandenburgViewer, ähnlich dem BayerViewer mit historischen Karten:

http://bb-viewer.geobasis-bb.de/

Geodienst der Stadt Brandenburg an der Havel. Einfacher Viewer, nichts Besonderes, Zugangsdaten erforderlich:

http://gdi.stadt-brandenburg.de/doku.php?id=karten_ansehen

Bremen

Historische Karten von der Staats- und Unibibliothek von Bramen:

http://gauss.suub.uni-bremen.de/suub/hist/index.jsp

Landesamt für Geoinformation Bremen, gute Kartenauswahl, auch historisch:

http://www.geo.bremen.de/sixcms/detail.php?gsid=bremen04.c.1729.de

Hamburg

Geoportal der Metropolregion Hamburg, sehr umfangreiches Kartenmaterial zu fast jedem Thema:

http://geoportal.metropolregion.hamburg.de/mrhportal/index.html

Private Sammlung historischer Karten:

http://www.christian-terstegge.de/hamburg/karten_hamburg/

Historische Karten der Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg:
Hessen

Historische Karten des Landesgeschichtlichen Informationssystems von Hessen:
http://www.lagis-hessen.de/de/subjects/browse/sn/hkw

Historische, topographische Karten der hessischen Verwaltung für Bodenmanagement und Geoinformation (sehenswert!):
https://hvbg.hessen.de/irj/HVBG_Internet?cid=2af09b55ff77313be11d8452eee3ab75

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

Viewer des Geodiensten von MV, sehr viele Auswahlkriterien, Karten, Filter, etc:
https://www.geoportal-mv.de/land-mv/GeoPortalMV_prod/de/Startseite/index.jsp

Umweltkarten von MV:
https://www.umweltkarten.mv-regierung.de/atlas/script/index.php

Nordrhein-Westfalen

Internetportal „Westfälische Geschichte“. Historische Karten und Pläne:

TIM-online, Geobasisdaten der Vermessungs- und Katasterverwaltung:
http://www.tim-online.nrw.de/tom-online/mobile/timobile.html

Karte der Territorien NRWs:
http://www.nrw-geschichte.de/geschichte/nrw1789detail.htm
Historische Stadt- und Ortskerne in NRW:

http://www.historische-ortskerne-nrw.de/Karte/karte.php

Elektronisches Kartenmaterial der Ruhr-Uni-Bochum:


TK-Karten von Nordrhein-Westfalen (1801-1912)

Topographische Karte von Westphalen, Le Coq (1796-1813)

---

Rheinland-Pfalz

Geoportal und Viewer des Landesamts für Vermessung und Geobasisinformation (der übliche Viewer):

http://geo4.service24.rlp.de/client/geobasisviewer/

Historische Karten der Landesarchivverwaltung:

http://www.landeshauptarchiv.de/landesgeschichte-im-archiv/historische-karten/index.html

Bodenkarten, Geologie, Bergbau, etc:

http://www.lgb-rlp.de/online-karten.html

---

Saarland

Geoportal Saarland, viele Auswahlkriterien:


Kartensammlung der Uni Trier:

http://www.geoportal.rlp.de/portal/karten.html?WMC=2511
**Sachsen**

Historisch-topographische Karten Sachsens:


Geoportal – Sachsenatlas:

https://geoportal.sachsen.de/

**Sachsen-Anhalt**

Landesamt für Vermessung und Geoinformation Sachsen-Anhalt, Viewer:

https://www.lvermgeo.sachsen-anhalt.de/de/geoservice/wms/main.htm

(LEIDER EIN TOTER LINK…!!)

**Schleswig-Holstein**

Geoportal von SH, Geodateninfrastruktur:

http://portal.digitaleratlasnord.de/portal/initParams.do

Kleine, private Sammlung historischer Karten:

http://www.grabinski-online.de/links/maps/holstein.html

**Thüringen**

Rüstungsatlas von Thüringen:

http://www.ruestungsatlas-thueringen.de/map.php
Deutschland – Aachen (8)
Deutschland – Augsburg (4)
Deutschland – Bad Kösen (1)
Deutschland – Bamberg (1)
Deutschland – Berlin (11)
Deutschland – Beuthen (Polen) (2)
Deutschland – Bonn (1)
Deutschland – Borkum (1)
Deutschland – Brandenburg (1)
Deutschland – Braunschweig (7)
Deutschland – Bremen (6)
Deutschland – Breslau (Polen) (7)
Deutschland – Bromberg (1)
Deutschland – Chemnitz (3)
Deutschland – Coburg (2)
Deutschland – Cuxhaven (1)
Deutschland – Danzig (Polen) (8)
Deutschland – Darmstadt (13)
Deutschland – Detmold (1)
Deutschland – Diez an der Lahn (1)
Deutschland – Dortmund (2)
Deutschland – Dresden (5)
Deutschland – Duisburg (1)
Deutschland – Düsseldorf (1)
Deutschland – Eisenach (2)
Deutschland – Eisleben (1)
Deutschland – Elbing (Polen) (1)
Deutschland – Emden (1)
Deutschland – Erfurt (4)
Deutschland – Erlangen (2)
Deutschland – Flensburg (1)
Deutschland – Frankfurt am Main (5)
Deutschland – Freiberg (3)
Deutschland – Freiburg (5)
Deutschland – Görlitz (1)
Deutschland – Goslar (1)
Deutschland – Gotha (1)
Deutschland – Göttingen (2)
Deutschland – Greifswald (1)
Deutschland – Hagen (1)
Deutschland – Halberstadt (1)
Deutschland – Halle an der Saale (3)
Deutschland – Hamburg (5)
Deutschland – Helgoland (1)
Deutschland – Kassel (1)
Deutschland – Kattowitz (Polen) (1)
Deutschland – Köln (1)
Deutschland – Wuppertal (3)
England

Anglo-Saxon England - Maps (Anglo-Saxons.net)

http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/maps/

Birmingham, England - 19th Century

Blaeu's 1652 Dutch Atlas

Celts and Romans (Nigel Cross)

Classical World - Maps for Students (Ancient World Mapping Center)

Dutch Cartographers - Historic Maps

England and Wales 1643 (GEN UKI)

England and Wales 1660-1892 (GEN UKI)

Great Britain - Gardiner's Atlas of English History, 1892 (MiGenWeb)

Great Britain - Medieval Maps

Great Britain - John Speed Atlas 1611 (Occidental College/Internet Archive)

Great Britain 1940s Clickable Topographic Map (New Popular Edition Maps)

Great Britain - Ordnance Survey Mapping - Interactive Map (National Library of Scotland)

Great Britain - Ordnance Survey Mapping - 10 Miles to the Inch (National Library of Scotland)

Great Yarmouth, England 1797

London: A Life in Maps Exhibit (British Library)

London - Historical Maps (MAPCO)

London - Historical Maps (Motco)

London - Historical Maps (Locating London)

London - Historical Maps (VictorianLondon.org)

London 190 A.D. (MAPCO)

London 1560 (Historic Cities)
London 1666 (MAPCO)

London 1827 - Greenwood's Map of London (Mark Annand)

London 1856 Water Works (UCLA Department of Epidemiology)

London 1859 - Detailed Street Map (UCLA Department of Epidemiology)

London - 1878 Geological Street Map (MAPCO)

London - 1889 Poverty Map (Charles Booth Online Archive/London School of Economics)

London ca. 1922 - Pocket Atlas and Guide to London (Jonathan Hipkiss)

http://www.historic-maps.norfolk.gov.uk/mapexplorer/

Europa allgemein

Europe - Concentration Camps (About.com)

Europe - Gardiner's Atlas of English History, 1892 (MIGenWeb)

Europe Historical Atlas 1-2000 (Christos Nüssli)

Europe - Historical City Maps (Historic Cities)

Europe Historical Maps (Europe 66)

Europe - Historical Maps (Mapping History)

Europe Historical Maps (University of Amsterdam Library)

Europe Historical Maps AD 1 - 1500 (De Imperatoribus Romanis)

Europe AD 1 to AD 2000 - Maps (Periodical Historical Atlas)

Europe Historical Maps - OSSHE Historical and Cultural Atlas Resource (University of Oregon)

Europe - Revolutionary Europe 1806-1808 (Joaquin de Salas Vara de Rey)

Europe - Maps 1880-1898 (Historical-Geographical Encyclopedia)

Europe 1898 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)
Europe 1937 (Matthew White)

Europe 1951-1997 - Development of the European Union (EUROCIS)

Europe - Fascist Europe 1941-1945 (Joaquin de Salas Vara de Rey)

Europe - Historical Atlas (Euratlas)

Finnland

http://www.karjalankartat.fi/

Finland - Maps of Finnish Cities, 1902 (Paul Kruhse)

Frankreich

France 1360 (Fordham)

France 1429 (Fordham)

France Late 15th Century (Fordham)

France - 2005 Riots, October-November 2005 (BBC News)

France - 2005 Riots, October-November 2005 (The Economist)

Paris, France 1550 (Historic Cities)

Paris, France 1572 (Historic Cities)

Paris, France 1880-98 [with street index] (Historical-Geographical Encyclopedia)


Griechenland

Greece, Ancient (Bernard Suzanne)
Hawaii

http://magis.manoa.hawaii.edu/gis/georeferenced/

Einzelne Kartenblätter:

http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/historicalmaps/us_states/hawaii/index2_1900-1910.htm
http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/historicalmaps/us_states/hawaii/index2_after1920.htm

Indien

Einzelne Kartenblätter

http://www.euratlas.net/history/hisatlas/india/
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00maplinks/colonial/colonial_index.html
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/reference/schwartzberg/
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/reference/gaz_atlas_1909/
http://etc.usf.edu/maps/galleries/asia/india/

India - Historical Atlas of South Asia (Digital South Asia Library)
India - Maps from the Imperial Gazetteer of India (Digital Library of South Asia)

Irland

Ireland - Historical Mapping Archive (Ordnance Survey Ireland)
Ireland Historical Maps (Ireland's History in Maps)
Israel

Israel and the Palestinians - Key Maps (BBC News)

Israel - Evolution of Israel (Globalsecurity.org)

Israel - 1949 Armistice Line (BBC News)

Palestine 1720 - Carte de la Terre Promise (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Palestine - Maps (Miftah.org)

Palestine - Maps (PalestineRemembered)

Palestine - Question of Palestine Maps [1936-Present] (UNISPAL)

Tel Aviv - Suicide Bombings 2000-2005 (Auscillate)

Italien

Florence - Della Catena Map of Florence, ca. 1471-82 (Scholarly Technology Group, Brown University)

Florence - Historical Maps (Historic Cities)

Italy - 15th and Early 16th Centuries (Fordham)

Italy - Napoleonic Cartography (Queen's University at Kingston, Canada)

Naples, Italy - Historical Maps (Historic Cities)

Roman Empire 120 A.D. (NLTL/Internet Archive)

Roman Empire Battle Maps (De Imperatoribus Romanis)

Roman Empire - Digital Atlas of Roman and Medieval Civilizations

Roman Empire Maps (De Imperatoribus Romanis)

Roman Empire - Roman Atlas (University of Kansas)

Rome - Aquae Urbis Romae - Hydrological history and urban development (University of Virginia)
Rome

- 18th Century - Imago Urbis: Giuseppe Vasi’s Grand Tour of Rome (University of Oregon)
- Historical Maps (Historic Cities)
- The Interactive Nolli Map Website (University of Oregon)

Jerusalem

- Ancient Maps (Jewish National and University Library)
- in Old Maps and Views (Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
- 1660's - Nicolaes Visscher (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)
- 1924 (University of California at Berkeley)

Kanada

- Einzelne Kartenblätter
- Atlas of Canada - History Maps
- British Columbia Archives and Records Service (Canada)
- Canada - Exploration and Settlement (Library and Archives Canada)
- Historical Maps - Archivia.net: Maps, Plans and Charts
- Historical Maps (Pugsley Collection/McGill University)
- Origins of the People 1901 (François-Pierre Gingras)
- Canoe Voyages of René Menard, 1641-1660 (John S. Allen)
- Historical Atlas of Canada (University of Toronto)
Mapping Canada 1770-1999 (Canadian Geographic)

Newfoundland Historical Maps (Centre for Newfoundland Studies)

Panoramic Maps of Canadian Cities (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Territorial Evolution of Canada (Geogratis)

[Toronto] Don River Valley Historical Mapping Project (University of Toronto Libraries)

Trésors de la Cartothèque de l'Université Laval

Victoria, British Columbia 1861 (BC Archives)

www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geography/atlas-canada/selected-thematic-maps/16884

More Links to Images of Early Maps - Canada (Map History / History of Cartography Site)

Mexiko

http://www.emersonkent.com/map_archive/mexico_1786.htm

http://atlas.nmhum.org/

Aztec Empire in 1518 (Ian Mladjov)

Mesoamerica - Linguistic Areas (FAMSI)

Mexico City - Historical Maps (Historic Cities)

Mexico City 1550 (University of Art and Design Helsinki/UIAH, Media Lab)

Mexico City 1597 - Sebastian Münster (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Mexico City 1794 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Mexican War 1846-1847 (U.S. Army)

Mexican War - Maps (Antonio Rafael de la Cova)
Mexican War - Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Mexico - Classic Period 250 A.D. - 900 A.D. (Mexico Connect)

Mexico - Historical Maps [click on the images] (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Mexico - Postclassic Period 900 A.D. - 1521 A.D. (Mexico Connect)

Mexico - Preclassic Period 2000 B.C. - 250 A.D. (Mexico Connect)

Mexico - Relaciones Geográficas (Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas)

Oaxaca - Linguistic Map - Time of the Spanish Conquest (Tom Penick)

Aztec, Olmec, and Mesoamerican Maps (History Link 101)

Mittlerer Osten allgemein

Aden 1572 (Historic Cities)

Ancient Near East Maps (About.com)

Ancient Near East Maps Series (Oriental Institute)

Arab-Israeli Wars - Maps (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Arabia - Mapping Arabia (Saudi Aramco World)

Asia Minor and the Middle East - 1511-1774 (Walker Collection, University of Melbourne)

Babylon Map

Beirut Historical Maps (Michael Davie)

Bible Maps (Blueletter)

Bible Maps (Interactive Bible)

Bible Maps (Signposts)

Biblical Lands - Madaba Mosaic Map

Cairo - Historic Maps (ICMC/Internet Archive)
Gulf War Maps (PBS)

Herat, Afghanistan 1880 (American Geographical Society)

Holy Land - Historical Maps (University of Florida)

Holy Land Maps (Jewish National and University Library)

Holy Land - Zucker Holy Land Travel Manuscript Maps, 1600s (University of Pennsylvania Libraries)

Islamic Middle East - Historical Maps (Princeton)

Kandahar, Afghanistan 1880 (American Geographical Society)

Karnak (PlanetWare)

Lebanon - Line of Withdrawal of Israeli Forces from Lebanon, June 2000 (United Nations) [PDF format]

Mesopotamia, Ancient (Oriental Institute, Univ. of Chicago)

Middle East Historical Maps (Dartmouth University)

Middle East 1914 (Le Monde Diplomatique)

Middle East 1939 (Le Monde Diplomatique)

Nippur Site Map (Oriental Institute, Univ. of Chicago)

Ottoman Empire 1566 (Bartleby.com)

Parthia Maps (Parthia.Com)

Sasanian Empire - Map of Mints (T. K. Mallon-McCorgray/Internet Archive)

Theban Mapping Project

Timurid Empire 1405 (University of Washington)

Trans-Arabian Pipeline 1951 (Tapline)

Walker Collection - Early Maps of Asia Minor/Middle East (University of Melbourne)

West Bank including Jenin Refugee Camp, April 10, 2002 (Washington Post)

West Bank, April 3, 2002 (Washington Post)
Neuseeland

http://www.topomap.co.nz/
http://canterburymaps.govt.nz/access-to-historic-aerial-imagery

Norwegen

Digitalisierte Kartensammlung

http://kartverket.no/en/Kart/Historiske-kart/

Viewer

http://www.norgeskart.no/?ga=1.217115798.1287124750.1445170369#5/378604/7226208
http://www.seplan.kartverket.no/?ga=1.143166645.1287124750.1445170369

Österreich, Ungarn & Jugoslawien

Austria-Hungary 1910 - Topographic Maps (Zentai László)

Balkans - 1914 (World War I: Trenches on the Web)
Polen

http://info-poland.buffalo.edu/classroom/maps/task4.html

Poland Historical Maps (Polish Museum, Rapperswil, Switzerland)

Poland Historical Maps (Polish Museum, Rapperswil, Switzerland)

Russland

Moscow 1575 (Historic Cities)

Moscow 1662 (Historic Cities)

Moscow - Kremlin 1663 (Historic Cities)

Moscow 1695 (Historic Cities)

Moscow 1824 (Historic Cities)

Moscow 1880-98 [with street index] (Historical-Geographical Encyclopedia)

Moscow - Central 1975 (Univ. of California at Berkeley)


Russia 1723 (University of Minnesota)

Russia and Other Historical Maps [in Russian] (Vladimir V. Nikolaev/Internet Archive)

Sevastopol 1855 (Wikimedia)

St. Petersburg 1737 (Historic Cities)

St. Petersburg 1753 (Historic Cities)
Schottland & Wales

Scotland - Historical Map Overlays (National Library of Scotland)
Scotland - Historical Maps (National Library of Scotland)
Scotland - Ordnance Survey Maps 1892-1960 (National Library of Scotland)
Scotland - Ordnance Survey Maps, One-inch Series 1885-1903 (National Library of Scotland)

Wales 13th Century (Fordham)

Wales - Emigration from Wales to America (Data Wales)

Wales - Significant Places in 19th Century Industrial Development (Data Wales)

Schweiz

Zurich 1880-98 [with street index] (Historical-Geographical Encyclopedia)

Spanien & Portugal

Granada, Spain 1598 (Historic Cities)

Lisbon, Portugal 1572 (Historic Cities)

Spain - Galicia Oil Spill 2002 (Guardian Unlimited)

Spain - Iberian Peninsula 1270-1492 (Fordham)

Toledo, Spain 1598 (Historic Cities)
Weltatlanten

1375 – Atlas Catalan, Abraham & Jehuda Cresques
1467 – Cosmographia Claudii Ptolomaei Alexandrini
1480 – Geographia, Francesco Berlinghieri
1482 – Cosmographia, Lienhart Hol
1482 – Geographia, Francesco Berlinghieri
1493 – Registrum huius operis [...], Hartmann Schedel
1513 – Geographie opus novissima, Johann Schott
1528 – Libro di Benedetto Bordone, Benedetto Bordone
1540 – Geographia Universalis, Sebastian Münster
1541 – Clavdii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographicae
1542 – Geographia Universalis, Sebastian Münster
1545 – Cosmographia, Sebastian Münster (I)
1545 – Geographia Universalis, Sebastian Münster (II)
1570 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius (I)
1570 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius (II)
1570 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius (III)
1573 – Atlas Bruxellensis, Sgrooten
1574 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius
1575 – Atlas Lafrery Antoine
1575 – La Cosmographia de Pedro Apiano
1575 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius
1576 – L'Isole piv famose del mondo
1584 – Geographiae Libri octo – Gerard Mercator
1584 – Spiegel der Zeevaerdt deel I, Wagenaer
1584 – Spiegel der Zeevaerdt deel II, Wagenaer
1585 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum Enchiridion, Favolius
1588 – Das ist Ein Reisebuch Über die ganze heilige Schrift
1595 – Theatri Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius
1596 – Atlas Cosmographicae, Gerard Mercator
1598 – Descriptionis Ptolemaicae Avgmentvm
1598 – Le miroir du monde, Abraham Ortelius
16. Jhr. – Walters Deniz atiasi
1608 – Het Licht der Zee-Vaert, Blaeu
1610 – Atlas Minor, Gerard Mercator
1633 – L´Atlas de Gerard Mercator et D´Hondius (Band 1)
1633 – L´Atlas de Gerard Mercator et D´Hondius (Band 2)
1635 – Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Band 1)
1639 – Atlas nautique de la Mer Méditerranée
1644 – Nievwe Atlas, Blaeu
1645 – Nievwe Atlas, Blaeu
1649 – Atlas van Loon, Loon
1654 – 1660 – Nievwe Atlas, Bleau
1655 – Speculum Orbis terrarum, Gerard de Jode
1658 – Zee-Atlas ofte Water-Wereldt, Arnold Colom
1659 – De Zee-Atlas, Doncker
1659 – Nievwe Atlas, Blaeu
1661 – Harmonia Macrocosmica, Cellarius
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 1 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 10 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 11 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 2 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 3 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 4 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 5 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 6 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 7 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 8 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1662 – 1665 – Atlas Major (Band 9 von 11), Joan Blaeu
1663 – 1665 – Atlas van Loon, Frederik Willem van Loon (I)
1663 – 1665 – Atlas van Loon, Frederik Willem van Loon (II)
1675 – 1685 – Atlas, Frederick de Wit
1689 – Atlas Minor sive Geographia, Nicholas Visscher
1689 – De Nieuw Groote Vermeerderde Zee-Atlas
1690 – Atlas van Schagen, Van Schagen
1690 / 1757 Atlas Beudeker / Atlas Van der Hagen
1696 – 1718 – Atlas, Justus Danckerts
1700 – 1760 – Atlas der Osher Map Library, Band 1
1700 – 1760 – Atlas der Osher Map Library, Band 2
1700 – 1760 – Atlas der Osher Map Library, Band 3
1700 – 1760 – Atlas der Osher Map Library, Band 4
1700 – 1760 – Atlas der Osher Map Library, Band 5
1702 – Cartes et descriptions generales et particulieres
1706 – Teatro della guerra, Vincenzo Cornelli
1716 – Grosser Atlas Über die Ganze Welt, Homann
1720 – Atlas Historique (I)
1720 – Atlas Historique (II)
1720 – *Descriptio orbis antiqui*, Christoph Weigel
1757 – 1770 – *Cartes et tables de la geographie physique*
1757 – *Atlas Universel*
1764 – *Le Petit Atlas Maritime*, Jacques Nicolas Bellin (I)
1764 – *Le Petit Atlas Maritime*, Jacques Nicolas Bellin (III)
1790 – 1794 – *Schauplatz der fünf Theile der Welt*
1820 – *A Complete Genealogical Atlas*
1820 – *Geographical Atlas*
1823 – *A General Atlas*
1827 – *Atlas Universel*, Philippe Vandermaelen
1832 – *A new general atlas*, A. Finley
1835 – *A new universal atlas*, David H. Burr
1848 – *Stieler’s Schul-Atlas*
1850 – *Goodrich’s New National Geography*, S.G. Goodrich
1860 – *Stieler’s Schul-Atlas*
1888 – 1889 – *Meyers Konversations-Lexikon*
1905 – *Public Schools Historical Atlas* by C. Colbeck
1911 – *Historical Atlas*, William R. Shepherd
1912 – *Cambridge Modern History Atlas*
Weitere Kartenwerke weltweit

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/view/all?sort=Pub_List_No_InitialSort%2CPub_Date%2CPub_List_No%2CSeries_No

Ancient World Mapping Center - Maps for Students

Antique Maps (University of Florida)

Antiquity A-la-carte (Ancient World Mapping Center, University of North Carolina)

Blaeu Atlas 1659 (Universidad de Sevilla)

British Library - Historical Maps

Cartographical Curiosities (Yale Map Collection)

Cartographic Images (Jim Seibold) Cartographie (Le Monde Diplomatique)

Catalan Atlas (Bibliothèque Nationale de France)

Classical World - Maps for Students (Ancient World Mapping Center)

David Rumsey Collection

Global Middle Ages (University of Texas at Austin)

Historic Maps for Students and Teachers (University of South Florida)

Historic Road Maps (U.S., Canada, Latin America)

Historical and Political Maps of the Modern Age (Joaquín de Salas Vara de Rey)

Historical Atlas of the Twentieth Century (Matthew White)

Historical Map Archive (University of Alabama)

Historical Maps (Andras Bereznay)

Historical Maps Online (University of Illinois)

History of Cartography (University of Chicago Press)

HyperHistory Online

Hypercities

Ian Mladjov's Resources - World History Maps
Images of Early Maps on the Web (Tony Campbell)

Internet Historical Maps (Atlas of Cyberspaces)

League of Nations Map 1920-1946 (Matthew White)

Library of Congress Map Collections Online

MapHist E-Mail Discussion Group

Map History/History of Cartography Links (Tony Campbell)

Mappamundi by Giovanni Leardo 1452 (American Geographical Society Library)

Mapping History (University of Oregon)

Maps for Historians (WWW-VL)

MapTrade E-Mail Discussion Group - Antique Maps

Mercator Globes (Harvard Map Collection)

Military History Atlases (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Norman B. Leventhal Map Center (Boston Public Library)

Old Maps Online

Ortelius - Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1570 (Library of Congress Geography and Map Division/American Memory)

Mapping History Project (University of Oregon)

Political History Maps (Le Monde Diplomatique)

ShtetlSeeker - Central and Eastern Europe

Spatial History Project (Stanford University)

World War I - Maps (Trenches on the Web)

World War II Maps (Jozsef Attila University)

World War II Maps - Asia/Pacific (U.S. Military Academy)

World War II Maps - Europe (U.S. Military Academy)
Allgemeines zur Geographie

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Geographie - Umfangreiche Zusammenstellung aller Institutionen der deutschen Geographie (Hochschulinstitute, Verbände, Arbeitskreise, etc.)

Nachrichtendienst für HistorikerInnen - Recherche, Kommunikation, Information (u.a. Zeitschriften, Institute, Museen)

The Permanent European Conference for the Study of the Rural Landscape

Virtual Library Geschichte

GeoGuide der SUB Göttingen - Ein thematisch gegliederter Zugang zu geowissenschaftlich relevanter Information im Internet

History Guide der SUB Göttingen - Das historisch orientierte Pendant zum GeoGuide

International Commission for the History of Towns: Historic Town Atlases

Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names

Dortmunder Linkkatalog zur Geschichtswissenschaft

Zeitschriften

Historisch-geografisch Tijdschrift

Environment and History

mit Zusammenfassungen einiger Aufsätze

**Cartographica Helvetica** - Fachzeitschrift für Kartengeschichte [CH]: Inhaltsverzeichnisse ab Heft 1 (1990) mit Zusammenfassungen in Englisch ab Heft 11 und in Deutsch ab Heft 13; Verzeichnis der Sonderhefte.


**Informationen zur modernen Stadtgeschichte**

**Institutionen und Organisationen**

**Arbeitsgruppe D - A - CH.** Kartographiegeschichte

**European Society for Environmental History**

**Forest History Society**

**Institut für vergleichende Städtegeschichte in Münster** (Hrsg. Deutscher und Westfälischer Städteatlas, sowie der Reihe"Städteforschung")

**Istituto di Storia delle Alpi ISAlp in Lugano**

**Internationale Gesellschaft für historische Alpenforschung**

**Landschaftsverband Rheinland**
**Landschaftsverband Westfalen-Lippe**

**Library of Congress: American Memory. Historical Collections for the National Digital Library**

**LUIS. Landes-Umwelt-Information-Steiermark**
MapHist - E-mail discussion group on the history of cartography

Niedersächsisches Institut für Historische Küstenforschung in Wilhelmshaven

The Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection

**Historische Geographie an Universitäten**

Historische Geographie am Geographischen Institut der Universität Bamberg

Historisches Institut der Universität Bern, Abteilung für Wirtschafts-, Sozial- und Umweltgeschichte

Abteilung Siedlungsgeographie und Landschaftsgeschichte der Universität Bern

University College Cork. Department of Geography

University College Dublin. Geography Department

University of Durham. Department of Geography

Institut für Geographie der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

Geographisches Institut der Universität Göttingen, Abt. Kultur- und Sozialgeographie

Institute of Geography - Universität Hamburg

The University of Iowa. Center for global and regional environmental research. Maps and References
Geographisches Institut der Universität Koblenz-Landau, Abt. Koblenz
University of Leicester. The Centre for Urban History

University College London. Department of Geography, Cultural & Historical Geography Research Group

Stockholm University. Department of Human Geography, Historical Geography of Rural Landscapes

Department of Geography, Syracuse University

Geschichtliche Landeskunde an der Universität Trier

Department of Geography. University of British Columbia in Vancouver

Projekte

IEG-MAPS, Server für digitale historische Karten am Institut für Europäische Geschichte, Mainz

Gis-Projekte Weltweit – überwiegend mit Downloadfunktion

AfricaMap
Region: Africa, Center for Geographic Analysis, Harvard University

The "American Century" Geospatial Timeline
Region: United States, Europe: 1865-2009, Clemson University English Department
Arch Atlas Project
Region: Eurasia: pre-history, early historic times, growth of farming, trade, settlement and urban systems, University of Sheffield

Batanes Islands Cultural Atlas
Region: Batanes islands, Philippines: cultural research is presented in a GIS to create geo-temporal maps: Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI)

Beijing in Transition: A Historical GIS Study of Urban Cultures, 1912-1937
Region: Beijing city 1912-1937. The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Belgian Historical Geographic Information System

Berkeley Mapper
Description: A collection of mapping applications providing integrated functions using GoogleMaps, Terraserver, and open source mapping software components: UC Berkeley

Beyond Steel
Region: Bethlehem, PA/the Lehigh Valley, early 20th Century industry's impact on society, Lehigh University Digital Library

Canadian Century Research Infrastructure
Region: Canada 1911-1951. Historical data sets from the 1911-1951 Canadian census manuscripts are created and a GIS is utilized to create map layers for geographic analysis.

Centennial Historical Atlas
Region: Europe & Middle East 11th century -present day: Border changes and territorial conflicts, Centennia Software

Chico Historical GIS
Region: Northern California, USA1862-1960. Historical maps, ownership records, population data, historical photographs and contemporary historic resource documentation centralized and deployed from one integrated information management system, California State University, Chico
China Historical GIS
**Region:** China 221 BCE - 1911 CE. Place names, administrative boundaries, administrative seats, towns, villages, administrative hierarchy, natural features, basemaps, historical religious sites and other locations, Harvard Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies

China in Time and Space (CITAS)
**Region:** China. Joint Committee on Chinese Studies (JCCS); The Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN); and University of Washington

Chinese Civilization in Time and Space
**Region:** China 1820-2008, GIScience Team, Academia Sinica Computing Center

**Region:** Virginia 1870-1935. Transportation, population, University of Virginia

Cultural Atlas of Vietnamese Buddhism (CAVB)
**Region:** Vietnam 1800. Provides data on 4000 sites, including photographs, images of inscriptions, information from local gazetteers, description of festivals and monastic events, art and archaeological artifacts, inventories of printing blocks and manuscripts, lineages of past teachers, and architectural features, Vietnam Buddhist University; Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI)

Digital Atlas of Roman and Medieval Civilizations
**Region:** Eurasia, North Africa Roman Empire, Middle Ages: DARMC offers a series of map layers bearing on multiple aspects of Roman and medieval civilizations in the broadest terms, Harvard University

Digital Atlas on the History of Europe since 1500
**Region:** Europe from 1500 to today. Selected years and/or periods pertaining to the theme of the maps. Series of maps, many GIS-based and for interactive use, on the territorial development, political and dynastic rule, religion, population, economy, and society of Europe, Institute of European History, Area of Study on "Spatial Research on the History of Europe since 1500", Mainz, Germany

Digital Harlem 1915-1930
**Region:** Harlem, New York City 1915-1930. Depiction of everyday life; events, people,
A Digital Literary Atlas of Ireland, 1922-1946
Region: Ireland 1922-1946. Interactive maps and GIS visualizations show the geographies of Irish writers in the early twentieth century

The Electronic Atlas of Ancient Maya Settlements: A Geographic Information System
Region: Central America - Pre-colonization. Settlement patterns, archaeology

Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI)
Region: Global research data indexed by time and place using temporally-enabled Geographic Information Systems software, University of Berkeley

The Geography of Slavery in Virginia
Region: Virginia and the Atlantic Ocean Region 1736 to 1790. Ads, court records, newspaper notices, slaveholder correspondence, and assorted literature for slaves and servants are presented; users can generate maps from the data to visualize patterns through time in flights of black slaves and white servants, National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); Virginia Foundation for the Humanities; University of Virginia?s Center for Technology and Teacher Educaiton, Electronic Text Center, and Virginia Center for Digital History;

Georeferenced Databases for Accessing Historical Data (GEORIA)
Region: Canada 1835-2002. Environmental, social and health-related data, University of Toronto; Universite Laval

GIS and Remote Sensing for Archaeology: Burgundy, France
Region: Burgundy, France. Celtic Iron Age-Present

Giza Plateau Mapping Project (GPMP)
Region: Egypt. Archaeological data from ancient Egypt, Ancient Egypt Research Associates (AERA)

GLO Vegetation GIS Maps
Region: Iowa 1832-1859. Maps depicting Iowa's vegetation character, quantity, and distribution have been digitized to prepare a vegetation data layer for GIS data analysis, State Preserves Board; The Iowa Department of Natural Resources; Iowa State University Department of Landscape Architecture and College of Design
**Google Ancient Places (GAP)**

**Region:** The Ancient Mediterranean World and Near East. 7th century BCE - 19th century CE (both ancient primary sources and modern out-of-copyright scholarship). GAP aims to discover references to ancient places in large text corpora, such as Google Books, and then visualise the results using webmapping technologies. Google Digital Humanities Research Grant

**Great Britain Historical Geographic Information System (GBHGIS)**

**Region:** Great Britain 1801-2001. University of Portsmouth; University of Leeds, Centre for Computational Geography; The Queens' University of Belfast, Centre for Data Digitisation and Analysis

**Greater Angkor Project (GAP)**

**Region:** Angkor, Cambodia 12th-16th Centuries CE. Examines the urban complex and the regional and ecological impacts that may have played a part in its decline. University of Sydney Digital Innovation Unit (DIU)

**Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network**

**Region:** Philadelphia. A web-based GIS utilizing geographical, chronological, and historical documentation databases, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; Philadelphia Area Consortium of Special Collections Libraries (PACSCL)

**Herman Melville in the Marquesas**

**Region:** Island of Nuku Hiva, Marquesas Islands, French Polynesia 1830s. Maps based on literary accounts, Geographic Information Science Center (GISC), University of California Berkeley

**HESTIA Project (Herodotus Encoded Space-Text-Imaging Archive)**

**Region:** The Ancient Mediterranean World and Near East 7-5th century BCE. Involving collaboration between researchers from Classics, Geography and Computing, HESTIA employs the latest digital technology to examine the ways in which Herodotus talks about places in his narrative of the war between Greeks and Persians, and produces a series of online mapping tools that can be used to investigate his representation of the ancient world. Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK)

**Hidden Patterns of the Civil War**

**Region:** United States; Virginia; Richmond, Virginia 1860-1865. "Hidden Patterns of the Civil War" collects a number of interrelated projects on the sectional crisis, slavery, and emancipation during the Civil War era, with a particular emphasis on the histories of the city of Richmond and the state of Virginia. Grouped as "texts" and "maps," these projects use digital tools and digital media to uncover and represent patterns that are not easy to find when we look at particular pieces of evidence in isolation and only become evident when we visualize a wealth of evidence in graphs, maps, and models.
Historical GIS Friesland
Region: the Dutch province of Friesland (Frisia). Social and demographic history, Fryske Akademy; The Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, the Hague (NIDI); Data Archiving and Networked Services, The Hague (DANS); Universiteit Leiden

Holocaust Geography
Region: Europe 1942-1944. World War II Nazi convoy movements from France during the years of occupation: Texas State University, San Marcos; The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Holocaust Historical GIS Project
Region: Europe World War II. Examines geographic aspects of the Holocaust from the continental to the local scale, Middlebury College; Texas State University, San Marcos; The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Irish Population Change Atlas and The Atlas of Irish Famine Data
Region: Ireland Time Series 1841-2001/2, IRCHSS/NCG, NUI Maynooth

Lewis and Clark Across Missouri
Region: Missouri 18th-19th centuries. Cultural and natural history, Missouri river landmarks, Lewis and Clark Expedition routes, University of Missouri

Linguistic Geographies: The Gough Map of Great Britain
Region: Great Britain/British Isles. Middle Ages, CE c.1350-1500: An interactive online version of the late-medieval map of Great Britain known as the Gough Map, with searchable database of historical, geographical and linguistic map-features, as well as interpretative essays about the map’s content and provenance. Sponsor: Funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC), as part of its 'Beyond Text' programme, and resulting from research collaboration between Queen's University Belfast, King's College London, and the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford (UK)

Locating London's Past
Region: London, England 1660-1820. Locating London's Past provides an intuitive GIS interface for researchers to map and visualize textual and artefactual data relating to seventeenth and eighteenth-century London against a fully rasterised version of John Rocque’s 1746 map of London and the first accurate modern OS map (1869-80). Funded by JISC
The Map of Early Modern London
Region: London, England 1550-1650. The Map of Early Modern London (MoEML) is a digital atlas, encyclopedia, and library of the literature and culture of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century London that takes the 1560s woodcut map known as Civitas Londinum (the “Agas Map”) as its platform. By the end of 2012, we will have georeferenced and georectified Civitas Londinum. Over 700 sites and streets will be linked to pages providing a description, quotations from contemporary sources, links to other information, and a bibliography of literary references. The project offers a platform for dynamic editions of topographical and peripatetic texts (e.g., street pageants), a publication venue for scholarly research, a compilation of links, a concordance of dramatic references, a personography of early modern Londoners, and a partially annotated bibliography of sources. The project is affiliated with the London Metropolitan Archives and the journal Early Theatre, and indexed in the MLA International Bibliography. The combination of tools, data, and literary texts in a dynamic and searchable research environment allows us to ask and answer questions about the city in which Shakespeare and his contemporaries lived and worked. Sponsor: University of Victoria (Department of English, Humanities Computing and Media Centre, Faculty of Humanities, the Office of the VP Research); Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Department of English, University of Victoria

Mapping Decline: St. Louis and the American City
Region: North America 1900-2010. Property and land use, urban renewal, racial, demographics, University of Iowa

Mapping Dubois Philadelphia Negro
Region: Philadelphia, PA: late 19th- early 20th centuries. Information from W. E. B. Du Bois' study, The Philadelphia Negro, has been digitized with the goal of mapping and analyzing the data using GIS and spatial statistical methods. National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); University of Pennsylvania Foundation; Samuel S. Fels Fund; Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health & Society Scholars Research and Education Fund; John B. Hurford Humanities Internship Program, Haverford College; Penn Institute for Urban Research; University of Pennsylvania Press; Philadelphia Mural Arts Program

Mapping History Project
Region: Global. Illustrations of various historical events, developments, and dynamics. The Oregon University System; The University of Oregon; The Norman Brown Family Fellowship Fund; The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation; Universitat Munster.

Mapping Gothic France
Region: France 1100-1500 AD. Our intention in creating Mapping Gothic France has been not just to develop a more appropriate way of representing the spaciousness of individual monuments, but to provide the user of the site with new ways to understand the relationship of hundreds of buildings conventionally described as "Gothic" -- in terms of
sameness and difference, found in the forms of multiple buildings within a defined period of time and space that corresponds to the advent of the nation of France. The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

**Mapping the Jewish Communities of the Byzantine Empire**  
**Region:** Greece, Turkey, Balkans, Southern Italy 650 CE to 1492 CE. The project aims to map and interpret Jewish life in the Byzantine Empire using Geographical Information Systems (GIS). It will collect published, and unpublished, evidence from texts, inscriptions and archaeology relevant to Jewish communities: their whereabouts, their history, their relationships with each other and with their wider environment, including trade routes and historical developments, and also about individuals and their relations. This evidence will be integrated within a GIS and disseminated across the World Wide Web, making it possible for the first time to study the Jewish minority not only in its own right, but also within wider Byzantine or Jewish history, on the basis of firm and reliable data. University of Cambridge, Faculty of Divinity, Centre for Advanced Religious and Theological Study, European Research Council

**Mapping the Lakes: A Literary GIS**  
**Region:** England/The Lake District 1769-1802. This project explores the use of GIS in literary studies by mapping out topographical texts by the canonical English poets, Thomas Gray and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. British Academy / Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences, Lancaster University

**Mapping Medieval Chester: place and identity in an English borderland city c.1200–1500**  
**Region:** Chester; Welsh / English border. Evidence for the GIS was sampled from historical documents and plans over a long period of time, and a GPS survey carried out in 2008. This AHRC-funded research project brings together a team including literary specialists, historical geographers and historians to explore space, place and identity in medieval Chester. The project asks questions about Chester as a city on the (often troubled) border between England and Wales, and about how different medieval inhabitants imagined and represented the urban space around them. Swansea University; Queen’s University Belfast; King’s College London. Funding body: UK Arts and Humanities Research Council

**Mapping the Medieval Urban Landscape: Edward I’s New Towns of England and Wales**  
**Region:** England and Wales 13th and 14th centuries. Uses GIS and GPS to examine how urban landscapes were shaped in the middle ages. Arts & Humanities Research Council; Queens University Belfast

**National Historical Geographic Information System (NHGIS)**  
**Region:** United States 1790-2000. GIS boundary files based on aggregate census data. National Science Foundation (NSF); Minnesota Population Center, University of
National Register District GIS Project (NRDGIS)
Region: Ohio. Data concerning historic property records & addresses within the state of Ohio are converted to digital data for inclusion into a GIS system. The National Center for Preservation Technology & Training (NCPTT)

Netherlands Geographic Information System (NLGIS)
Region: the Netherlands 1812-2000. Regional variation in historical municipal data is shown on a GIS. Radboud University Nijmegen

The North-West Shropshire Tithe Maps and Apportionments
Region: Shropshire County 1836-1848. Data on tithes (land taxes) are to be added to a spatial digital database to create information about social and economic conditions in the area in the mid-19th century

Pelagios
Region: The Ancient World 7th century BCE - 19th century CE (both ancient primary sources and modern out-of-copyright scholarship). Pelagios brings together an international consortium of ancient world projects (including Perseus, Pleiades and Arachne) in order to link different kinds of datasets (not only texts, but also images and databases) about ancient places in an open and interoperable way. JISC (UK)

Pennsylvania Cultural Resources Geographic Information System
Region: Pennsylvania. A map-based inventory of historic resource data from archaeological sites and surveys throughout Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission; Pennsylvania Department of Transportation; Federal Highway Administration, the Baltimore District of the Army Corp of Engineers, and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

Pleiades
Region: Mediterranean Classical age. To provide on-line access to all information about Greek and Roman geography from the Barrington Atlas. Ancient World Mapping Center at UNC Chapel Hill

Portuguese National GIS
Region: Portugal 1770-1911
Race & Place: An African-American Community in the Jim Crow South
Region: Charlottesville, Virginia 1880s-mid 20th Century. An archive about the racial segregation laws from the late 1880s until the mid-twentieth century in The Charlottesville, Virginia; contains photos, letters, two regional censuses and a flash map. Virginia Center for Digital History; The Carter G. Woodson Institute of African and Afro-American Studies, and The University of Virginia

Redlining Richmond
Region: Richmond, Virginia 1936-1937. In the late 1930s the Home Owners' Loan Corporation (HOLC), a New Deal agency created to refinance homes and prevent foreclosures, surveyed real estate trends in the nation's largest cities. Redlining Richmond focuses on the assessment surveys and the map produced for Richmond, Virginia. It has been developed to allow visitors to explore the information collected and produced by the HOLC and its local agents, comparing and contrasting that evidence both spatially on maps and as lists. Running throughout the assessment surveys collected by the HOLC is the issue of race, and this site allows you to investigate the centrality of race in the politics and on the landscape of Richmond in the late 1930s. Digital Scholarship Lab, University of Richmond

Salem Witch Trials Documentary Archive and Transcription Project
Region: Massachusetts1692. Contains historical, digital maps of the Salem, MA area in 1692. The University of Virginia

SahulTime
Region: Australia 100,000 year time scale - present day. A Satellite-style reconstruction reflects changing coastlines, with time-aware icons, even photographs can be taken through a timewarp to view reconstructed ancient landscapes. Environmental Futures Network, Monash University

A Searchable Relational Database of Buddhist Monasteries in China (BGIS)
Region: China 17th Century. Provides geographical distribution of religious institutions and their relation to other cultural and social institutions in China. University of Arizona

Seminole Geography - Using GIS as a tool for Tribal Historic Preservation Offices
Region: Florida and parts of the Southeastern United States. Development of a GIS to enhance STOFTHPO's archeological research data. Seminole Tribe of Florida Tribal Historic Preservation Office (STOFTHPO)

The Tibetan & Himalayan Digital Library (TDHL) Historical GIS
Region: Tibet & Himalayas prehistory-20th Century. The Tibetan & Himalayan Digital Library, supported by the University of Virginia Library
**TimeMap**
*Description:* Mapping applet that generates temporal, interactive maps. The Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI); David Rumsey Map Collection; MacquarieNet Online; Chicago South Asia Language and Area Center; Australian Research Council; University of Sydney

**Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database Project**
*Region:* Transatlantic (Africa and the Americas) Slave-trade. Emory University's Robert W. Woodruff Library, and National Endowment of the Humanities (NEH)

**Travelers in the Middle East Archive (TIMEA)**
*Region:* Middle East, Egypt, Cyprus 19th-early 20th centuries. Archived travelers accounts of customs, art, architecture, politics, transportation, etc. Institute of Museum and Library Services; CITI; Rice University

**Using GIS to uncover lost sections of the Trail of Tears**
*Region:* Arkansas/the US South 1830s. Uses a GIS to help find historic features that can help identify lost sections of the Trail of Tears. The Arkansas Historic Preservation Program (AHPP)

**The Valley Project**
*Region:* Augusta County, Virginia and Franklin County, Pennsylvania 1859-1870. Details slavery, politics, religion, battles, infrastructure, topography, agriculture and everyday life in two Civil-war era towns through archived letters, diaries, newspapers, census and church records. Virginia Center for Digital History

**Visualizing Early Washington DC**
*Region:* Washington, DC 1790-1820. UMBC's Imaging Research Center (IRC) is working to re-create Washington DC in its early years 1790-1820. Remarkably little visual information remains from this time period. What began as a simple effort to use 3D digital re-creation and display techniques has become full-scale research to uncover the original landscape. In 1791, Pierre-Charles L'Enfant arrived in Georgetown Maryland with orders from President George Washington to lay out the new Federal City. What did he actually see as he rode the land on horseback? This is just one question that we are trying to answer. Imaging Research Center, UMBC. Partial support from the Robert W. Deutsch Foundation.

**Visualising Urban Geographies**
*Region:* Edinburgh, but with wider implications post-1750. Visualising Urban Geographies is a project that provides mapping tools for historians. It enables them to use digitized and geo-referenced maps in conjunction with historical information based on either addresses or districts. This spatial dimension enriches historical understanding and analysis, and can also be applied to other subject areas. The focus on Edinburgh is
deliberate: to explore the potential of the mapping tools where there is available data and a wide range of suitable maps. Arts and Humanities Research Council, UK; University of Edinburgh; National Library of Scotland

**Voting America**  
Region: United States 1840-2008. Voting America encourages users to think about US political history by allowing two types of comparison. Animations of a single type of map — say, measuring the winner of presidential elections at the county level — allow for comparisons across time. Users can also explore a single election by looking at patterns across a number of variables, including the percentage of votes won by parties, the winner of a given district, or the distribution of votes across the United States. Digital Scholarship Lab, University of Richmond

**World-Historical Dataverse**  
Region: Global. past four or five centuries. Create and standardize a comprehensive set of data on social-scientific, health, and environmental data for the world as a whole and for its constituent regions and localities, for the past four or five centuries

**World Map**  
Region: World. Center for Geographic Analysis, Harvard University

---

Software zum kostenlosen Download

**DeeGree:**
deegree is open source software for spatial data infrastructures and the geospatial web. degree offers components for geospatial data management, including data access, visualization, discovery and security. Open standards are at the heart of degree.

**FreeGis:**
einfaches GIS-Tool mit Erweiterungen
**Geoserver:**

GeoServer is an open source server for sharing geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major spatial data source using open standards.

**Marble:**

Marble is a virtual globe and world atlas — your swiss army knife for maps. Find your way and explore the world!

**Merkaartor:**

Merkaartor is a free OpenStreetMap editor for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X (pre-release, only Intel architectures), under the GNU General Public License. The program is included in the package sources of various Linux distributions for Windows, a portable version is also provided. The editor is Qt-based and works according to the WYSIWYG principle. The map view works with edge smoothing and can display streets, buildings, etc. transparently. The program has a style editor for the map display. Merkaartor can work with data from the OpenStreetMap servers and upload them after editing. The program supports the OpenStreetMap format and the GPS Exchange Format and can import NMEA data.

**NasaWorldWind:**

NASA World Wind is an open-source software that allows you to combine satellite and aerial images on a virtual globe, combined with height data to display and view any location on Earth in 3D graphics, and freely from all sides. The software was released in the fall of 2004 under the free "NASA Open Source license v1.3". The program also contains extensive cartographic material for the Moon, Mars, Venus, and Jupiter.

**OpenSeaMap:**

OpenSeaMap — the free chart is a free project, which collects useful nautical information and geodata. With the help of these data, a worldwide chart is created. The chart is available on the website of OpenSeaMap and is also available...
zum Herunterladen zur Nutzung als elektronische Seekarte für Offline-Anwendungen angeboten.

**QGis:**


**SagaGIS:**

## Denkmalämter in Deutschland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bundesland</th>
<th>Denkmalamt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayern</td>
<td>Bayerisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandenburg</td>
<td>Brandenburgisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>Denkmalschutzamt Hamburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bremen</td>
<td>Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Bremen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hessen</td>
<td>Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Hessen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachsen</td>
<td>Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Sachsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleswig-Holstein</td>
<td>Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Schleswig-Holstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachsen-Anhalt</td>
<td>Landesamt für Denkmalpflege und Archäologie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecklenburg-Vorpommern</td>
<td>Landesamt für Kultur und Denkmalpflege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Landesdenkmalamt Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundesland</td>
<td>Denkmalamt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheinland-Pfalz</td>
<td>Landesdenkmalamt Rheinlandpfalz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saarland</td>
<td>Landesdenkmalamt Saarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheinland</td>
<td>LVR-Amt für Denkmalpflege im Rheinland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfalen</td>
<td>LWL-Amt für Denkmalpflege in Westfalen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niedersachsen</td>
<td>Niedersächsisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg</td>
<td>Regierungspräsidien Baden-Württemberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thüringen</td>
<td>Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>